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Abstract — Non-sinusoidal conditions in electrical
networks need to be calculated for their control
and development of technical measures to maintain
harmonic parameters according to the requirements
of regulatory documents. These calculations are
impossible without electrical network and nonlinear
load models that adequately reflect them in
computational programs. Nonlinear load models have
been developed for a long time. Some studies present
general modeling principles and models of various
nonlinear devices. Others consider some nonlinear
devices as equivalent nonlinear loads connected to low
and medium voltage networks. A whole host of highpower nonlinear electrical equipment is connected
to high voltage networks. Modeling nonlinear loads
connected to these networks is a problem. Research
of measured parameters of harmonic conditions in
electrical networks has shown that they are random
values. The probabilistic nature is determined by the
network configuration, a range of network components,
the number of nonlinear loads, wave and frequency
properties of the network, harmonic source phase
currents, voltage at terminals of nonlinear electrical
equipment, changes in operating conditions and load
power, and many other factors. Nonlinear loads can only
be modeled based on the measurements of parameters
of harmonic conditions due to their unpredictability.
The paper presents an overview of existing methods for
modeling nonlinear loads, a methodological approach
to modeling nonlinear loads based on measured
parameters, an algorithm for modeling harmonics of
active and reactive currents, a computational program

algorithm designed to identify distribution functions of
measured current harmonics, and modeling results for
current harmonics of railway transformers supplying
power to electric locomotives.
Index Terms: Harmonics, harmonic parameter analysis,
measurements, nonlinear load modeling, power quality.
I. Introduction
Operating parameters of electric power systems
should ensure economic feasibility, reliability of electrical
networks, and quality of power supplied to consumers.
When the latter is compromised, electrical power losses in
electrical networks increase, the service life of electrical
equipment of electrical networks and consumers shortens,
the performance of process equipment of industrial
enterprises decreases, which causes economic damage.
Currently, the most relevant and most acute power quality
issue is associated with the non-sinusoidal nature of
voltage. This problem is typical not only of Russia but
also of many countries around the world. The number of
electrical equipment units with nonlinear current-voltage
characteristics (nonlinear loads) that are the source of
current harmonics and the cause of the voltage waveform
distortion at network nodes is rapidly and continuously
growing. In addition to the conventional nonlinear electrical
equipment of aluminum smelters, railways, pulp and paper
mills, and others, the amount of electronic equipment used
in the digitalization of all areas of human life is drastically
increasing. Nonlinear loads are present in networks of all
voltages. Harmonics penetrate from high voltage networks
into medium and low voltage networks and vice versa.
Currently, three legislative documents of the Russian
Federation (the Civil Code [1], the Law “On Protection
of Consumers’ Rights” [2], the Law “On the Electric
Power Industry” [3]) contain provisions on ensuring
proper power quality and the responsibility for it. In real
life, the parameters of electrical network operation often
differ from those required for electrical equipment [4].
In particular, they do not meet the requirements outlined
in [5]. Control of non-sinusoidal conditions in electrical
networks, their analysis, and development of engineering
measures to maintain the harmonic parameters in line
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with the requirements of regulatory documents require
calculations of harmonic parameters, which cannot be
done without models that faithfully represent electrical
networks and nonlinear loads in computational programs.
At present, increasingly favorable conditions are being
created for this, as the objective has been set to establish
electric power systems equipped with numerous measuring
instruments. Individual devices and systems are installed
in electrical networks for long-term continuous monitoring
of power quality indices and operating parameters, which
allows obtaining information for developing nonlinear
load models based on measurement results.
This paper deals with an analysis of existing methods
designed to model the nonlinear loads, describes a
methodological approach and an algorithm for modeling
nonlinear loads based on measured harmonic parameters,
a computational program algorithm for identification of
cumulative distribution functions of a measured series
of random harmonics of nonlinear load currents and
calculation of their values with a given probability, as well
as the results of modeling backed by the methodological
approach, algorithms, and a computational program
developed by us for currents of railway traction
transformers that supply electric power to nonlinear loads
of high-power, i.e., electric locomotives.

– for the secondary winding, where Z 1n = R1 + jnX 1
, Z 2n = R2 + jnX 2 are complex impedances of the
transformer windings; R1, R2, X1, X2 are the resistance and
reactance values of the transformer windings; kT is the
transformer transformation ratio.
The values of the winding resistance are calculated as
R1 = 0.1026KnX1(J + n)
and
R2 = 0.1026KnX2(J + n),
where the coefficients J and K are determined using the
expressions in [11].
When developing models of synchronous machines,
the authors of [12, 13] propose assuming that synchronous
generators do not create voltage harmonics. Synchronous
generators can be represented by equivalent impedance
with respect to the busbars. The equivalent impedance is
determined by the expression in [12] as Z n = nX , where
X = 1 / 2( X d" + X q" ) , X d" is the direct-axis sub transient
reactance, and X q" is the quadrature-axis sub transient
reactance.
In [14–16] the authors present models of induction
motors in the form of T-type equivalent circuits. The model
of an induction motor with a single squirrel cage contains
the following resistances: R1, X1 – resistance and reactance
of the stator winding, R2, X2 – resistance and reactance
of the rotor winding, Rc, Xμ – resistance and reactance of
the magnetizing branch, I! , U! – harmonics of complex

II. Analysis of nonlinear load modeling methods
available in the literature

Nonlinear load models have been developed for a long
time. In some papers, the general principles of modeling are
given and models of various individual nonlinear devices
are presented on their basis, in others, individual nonlinear
devices are considered as equivalent nonlinear loads
connected to low and medium voltage networks. A large
amount of nonlinear electrical equipment is connected
to high voltage networks. Modeling of nonlinear loads
connected to these networks remains an unsolved issue.
Models of nonlinear electrical equipment can be
divided into three groups according to the principle of its
operation: models of ferromagnetic devices, models of arc
devices, and models of electronic devices. Ferromagnetic
electrical equipment includes power transformers,
synchronous machines, and induction motors. To model
power transformers, the authors in [6, 7] propose a T-type
transformer equivalent circuit. The magnetizing branch
is represented as a source of no-load current harmonics,
i.e., İ0n = Icn + jIμn, where İ0n is the complex of the no-load
current for the nth harmonic, Icn and Iμn are the active and
reactive components of harmonics of the no-load current
for the nth harmonic. Their definition is presented in detail
in [7–9]. In [10] the transformer is represented as a source
of harmonic currents of the two windings:

1n

1n

current and complex voltage of the stator winding, I!2n –
harmonics of the complex current of the rotor winding, sn
– the slip for the nth harmonic.
The rotor of a double-deck induction motor has two
squirrel cages: one cage is the starting winding; the other
cage is the operating winding. The model of this induction
motor contains the following resistances: R1, X1 – resistance
and reactance of the stator winding; X2T – total reactance
of the rotor windings dissipation; R1O, X1O – resistance
and reactance of the operating stator winding; R1S, X1S –
resistance and reactance of the stator starting winding; Rc,
Xμ – resistance and reactance of the magnetizing branch;
I! , U! – harmonics of the complex current and complex
1n

1n

voltage of the stator winding; I!2n – harmonics of complex
current of the rotor windings.
Arc devices, whose principle of operation is the electric
discharge, are represented in models by piecewise linearized
voltage-current characteristics [17] and measured current
harmonics [18].
There are several approaches to modeling electronic
devices. The most widely used one is the representation of
electronic devices by standard spectrum current harmonic
sources is [13, 19]. Modeling rectifier converters involves
the transfer functions linking the DC and AC sides of the
converter [20].
Modeling individual nonlinear devices when analyzing
harmonic conditions in electrical networks with a whole

I!1n = Z 2n / (kT2 Z 1n + Z 2n )I!0n

– for the primary winding,

I!2n = Z 1n / (kT2 Z 1n + Z 2n )I!0n
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host of nonlinear loads is challenging. In such a situation,
one should employ models of equivalent nonlinear
loads. To this end, two approaches are proposed in the
published research for the adoption. The first approach
combines several devices [21–23]. The second approach
involves developing equivalent load models based on
measurements [24–33]. The models are a set of linear
multivariate regression equations that relate measured
current harmonics to voltage harmonics and the active
power of the modeled load [28, 29].
In [30], a probabilistic model of an equivalent nonlinear
load is proposed. Depending on the numbers of current
harmonics and the value of the total harmonic distortion
of current, the authors suggest considering four types of
nonlinear loads. Harmonics of complex current at the
common connection point are represented as

probability distribution laws. This leads to difficulty in
describing the measured current In and requires the use of
special ways of description.
The method of modeling nonlinear loads based on
measurements of harmonic parameters, despite the noted
disadvantages of the above modeling methods, has
significant advantages [35, 36]:
a) it is simpler than the method based on reducing to
equivalents and combining individual nonlinear devices
because according to the results of measurements, the
equivalent load model is obtained directly for the particular
node of the network to which it is connected;
b) it can capture changes in the equivalent load over time
if measurements are made over a long time;
c) it can be applied to any load and at any node of a network of different voltages;
d) it is best suited for estimating the parameters of the
equivalent nonlinear load at busbars with mass loading.
Modeling the nonlinear loads connected to high
voltage electrical networks as evidenced by measurements
of harmonic parameters is the most effective way. High
voltage networks are large-distance networks. They
cover a significant area. Many nonlinear loads of highpower, as well as lower voltage networks, are connected
to their nodes. Each of the loads is an enterprise with
its lower voltage electrical network. The main process
electrical equipment of the enterprise generates current
harmonics into the network. A large amount of auxiliary
equipment, including that with nonlinear voltage-current
characteristics, receives electric power from the enterprise
network. Current harmonics from these networks flow into
the high voltage networks. In networks of all voltages,
there are switchings of elements in the network and
changes in its configuration. As a result of all processes,
the harmonic parameters in the networks of all voltages are
random, and are probabilistic in nature. Thus, the modeling
cannot factor in all the individual nonlinear devices and
loads connected to the high voltage electrical networks.
Therefore, the most appropriate way of modeling for high
voltage networks is based on measurements of harmonic
parameters. Measurement is the only way to obtain accurate
information. In what follows, we present a methodological
approach, algorithms, and a computational program for
modeling nonlinear loads based on the measurements of
harmonic parameters.

4

I!n = K E å ai I!n(i ) ,
i =1

where KE – the share of power of nonlinear loads in
the total power of the equivalent load; ai – the weight
coefficient of a nonlinear load of ith type in the total power
of nonlinear loads; I n(i ) , j(Ini ) – the value and phase of the
harmonic current of a load of the ith type. All parameters
are random variables. This approach requires measuring
the current harmonics of each individual load to build the
models, which cannot be done because of the large number
and complexity of nonlinear loads.
In [31, 32] it is proposed to represent a distribution
network with an unknown configuration by the equivalent
load, which is modeled by the complex impedance of the
distribution network of the nth harmonic ( Z nL ) and the nth
harmonic of the complex current source ( I!nL ). Both of
these values are defined as
Z nL = (U! n1 - U! n2 ) / ( I!n2 - I!n1 ) ,

I!nL = I!n1 + U! n1 / Z nL ,
where U! n1 , U! n 2 , I!n1 , I!n 2 , are the measured harmonics of

complex voltage and complex current at the node to which
the modeled distribution network is connected in two
different modes of the electricity supply network.
In [33], the authors propose decomposing the
measured current In into its deterministic InD and random
InC components. The expression for the description of
InD is determined by fitting a polynomial function to the
measured current I n using the method of least squares.
The component InC is defined as the difference between
the measured current In and the deterministic component
InD, i.e., InC = In – InD. The expression for the random
component is based on its probability density function. The
authors of [33] advise to use the simplest functions, linear
and quadratic, to describe InD and InC. The authors of [34]
note the disadvantage of the latter method of modeling a
nonlinear load. It lies in the fact that the random component
of the current InC is rarely captured by one of the known

III. Methodological approach, algorithms, and
computational program

The studies of the information on harmonic parameters
that was obtained from the measurements [37–42]
show that the harmonic conditions are random and their
parameters are probabilistic in nature. It is determined by
the configuration of the network, the composition of its
elements, the number of nonlinear loads, the wave and
frequency properties of the network, the phase of harmonic
source currents, the values of voltage at the terminals of
nonlinear electrical equipment, the changes in operating
7
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Measurement InL
point

vector InL of the load modeled.
Thus, current In equal to the vector sum of currents InN
and InL runs through the connection node, i.e.,
(2)
In = InN + InL.
The following parameters should be measured at the
connection node of a nonlinear load: the nth harmonic
factor of voltage (KU(n)) and current (KI(n)), the effective
values of voltage and current harmonics: Un, In and the
values of phase angles of voltage and current harmonics:
φUn, φIn. The arrays of all measured harmonic parameters
are series of random variables.
To solve the system of equations (1) it is necessary to
determine with a probability of 95% the values of active
Ian and reactive Irn currents. The parameter values with a
probability of 95% are used in [5] to estimate the deviation
of voltage from a sine wave. Values of Ian and Irn are
determined based on the measured effective magnitudes of
current In and the phase angle φUI(n) between the harmonics
of voltages and currents, according to the expressions
(3)
Ian = In cos φUI(n),
(4)
Irn = In sin φUI(n),
where the phase angle φUI(n) is determined using the
measured angles φUn and φIn as
(5)
φUI(n) = φUn – φIn.
Calculation of the current harmonic values with a given
probability requires the knowledge of their cumulative
distribution functions that can be obtained with the aid of
probability density functions identified after appropriate
processing of measurement results. Thus, the nonlinear load
model is a set of current harmonic cumulative distribution
functions that allow calculating with a given probability
the harmonic values of active and reactive currents.

Nonlinear
load

In
Un
Fig. 1. Diagram of the network and nonlinear load at the nth
harmonic.

conditions and power loads, and many other factors.
Because of their unpredictability, nonlinear loads in reallife electrical networks can be modeled only relying on
measurements of the harmonic parameters.
Harmonic parameters are calculated by solving a
system of equations [16, 43]
Un = Zn In,
(1)
where Un – a column matrix of the nth harmonic nodal
voltages to be determined, Zn – the square matrix of the selfand mutual impedances of the nth harmonic nodes of the
network, In – a column matrix of the nth harmonic currents
of nonlinear loads connected to the network nodes. The
square matrix Zn is calculated as a result of the inversion
of the square matrix of nodal admittance Yn, i.e., Z n = Yn-1
[44], which is formed based on the known parameters
of the network elements. Elements of the matrix In are
unknown, they have to be determined based on the results
of measurements of the harmonic parameters. Each element
of the matrix In is a complex number İni = Iani + jIrni, where i
is the number of the network node, Iani and Irni are the active
and reactive components of the nth harmonic current. The
methodological approach and algorithms presented below
are meant for their determination.
The harmonic parameters required for modeling the
nonlinear load are measured at the node of its connection to
the network, marked as a measurement point in the diagram
in Fig. 1, where the network and the nonlinear load are
represented as current sources. The diagram denotes the
following: InN – the vector of the nth current harmonic of
the network, InL – the vector of the nth current harmonic of
the nonlinear load connected to the node, Un – the vector
of the nth harmonic voltage at the node of the nonlinear
load connection to the network. The current vector InN is the
resultant vector of the nth current harmonic of all nonlinear
loads 20
connected to the network, except for the current

A. Methodological approach to modeling the nonlinear
loads based on the measurements of harmonic parameters.
The methodological approach consists of seven steps
listed below.
1. Check the measured series of random values of
harmonic parameters for the presence of outliers. Outliers
are elements that differ significantly in value from the other
elements of the series. They make the series of measured
parameters non-stationary, do not allow constructing a real
histogram and correctly determining the distribution law.
Their presence can be determined visually by a scatter chart.
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diagram clearly shows the four outliers. During processing, by two intervals characterized by operating parameters
outliers can be replaced by neighboring elements or by markedly different in their value: the network parameters
their average value, or the methods presented in [45, 46] before switching on the capacitor bank and the network
can be employed to replace them.
parameters after switching it on.
2. Analyze the harmonic parameters measured to
3. Establish correlation relationships between current
determine the time intervals, which are characterized by harmonics and corresponding voltage harmonics.
parameters that differ significantly in value.
Correlation relationships are analyzed to determine the
Analysis of measured data revealed that the values of mathematical methods to be used when modeling current
harmonic parameters differ significantly from each other harmonics by measured random variables. The analysis
at certain measurement time intervals. These differences is performed for each of the time intervals established at
result from the changes in the network layout, the the second step of the methodological approach. If it is
parameters of its elements, powers, the nature of loads, and assumed that the random values of current and voltage
others arising in the operation of electrical networks. In harmonics are governed by the normal distribution law,
such cases, the measurement time should be divided into then correlation coefficients (r) are calculated to find out the
intervals, in which operating conditions characterized by strength of the relationship between them, which are then
certain values of measured parameters take place. Models compared with the coefficients on the Cheddock scale [48].
of nonlinear loads should be developed for each of these When the distribution of random variables differs from the
intervals. Fig. 3 shows voltage and current harmonics at normal distribution, methods based on the application of
the network node with capacitor bank (CB) on. The charts order statistics or the replacement of measured values by
demonstrate that after turning on the capacitor bank, there their ranks are employed, using the Kenuy test [45, 49], the
are sharp increases in the 5th harmonic factor of voltages quadrant test [45, 50], the sign correlation Nelson test [45],
(KU(5)) in the three phases and in the value of the 5th and other tests. Table I shows the correlation coefficients
harmonic of currents (I5) in B and C phases. The parameter rUnIn between current harmonics and voltage harmonics at
changes shown in the Figure are due to the harmonic the nodes of the connection of the aluminum smelter unit
resonant circuits that occur between the capacitor bank (ASU), pulp and paper mill (PPM), and railway substation
capacitance and the network node inductance [47]. Thus, (RWS) to the electricity supply network.
9
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Table 1. Correlation coefficients rUnIn.

n
rUnIn

ASU
PPM
RWS

3
-0.04
0.61
0.29

5
0.02
0.47
-0.04

7
-0.05
-0.06
0.37

9
-0.05
0.62
-0.03

11
-0.43
0.74
0.12

13
0.15
0.56
0.05

17
0.45
0.18
0.06

19
0.20
0.40
0.10

БАЗ
ASU

2,5

ЦБК
PPM

2
KU(n), %

25
-0.03
0.53
0.41

KU(3)S, KU(5)S, KU(9)S, KU(11)S, KU(13)S, KU(17)S, KU(19)S, KU(23)S,
KU(25)S. Thus, at the node of connection of the aluminum
smelter unit, one needs to model the 11th, 13th, 23rd, and
25th current harmonic; at the node of connection of the
pulp and paper mill: the 5th, 7th, 9th, 11th, 13th, and 25th
current harmonic; at the node of connection of the railway
substation: the 3rd, 5th, 9th, 11th, 13th, 17th, 19th, 23rd,
25th current harmonic.
5. Analyze active and reactive current harmonic
directions through the node of the connection to the
nonlinear load network in order to select options for
modeling.
The values of current harmonics for n > 1 are much
smaller than the values of the first current harmonic. Their
direction of flow can change for the first harmonic current
for many minor reasons. At each time interval defined at the
second step of the methodological approach, it is necessary
to analyze the directions of the flow of harmonics of active
and reactive currents through the node of the connection of
the nonlinear load, i.e., relative to the measurement point
in Fig. 1. The analysis is performed using the phase angle
between the harmonics of voltages and currents φUI(n). The
active and reactive currents are directed from the network
to the load if the angle φUI(n) is within the range of 0 to
π/2, i.e., in the 1st quadrant of the complex plane [51]. The
active current is directed from the load to the network, and
the reactive current is directed from the network to the load
if the angle φUI(n) is within the π/2 to π range, i.e., in the
2nd quadrant. Both currents are directed from the load into
the network if the angle φUI(n) is within the π to 3π/2 range,
i.e., in the 3rd quadrant. The active current runs from the
network to the load and the reactive current runs in the

The comparison of rUnIn and the coefficients on the
Chaddock scale shows that in most cases, except for the
coefficients highlighted in bold in Table I, there is either no
correlation between the harmonics of currents and voltages
or it is insignificant, which attests to the independence or
weak dependence of voltage harmonic values on current
harmonics, i.e., the probabilistic nature of both parameters,
which makes it possible to apply corresponding
mathematical methods when modeling current harmonics.
If in some cases, there are correlation relationships between
current harmonics and voltage harmonics, it is necessary to
identify the existing relationships between them through
the regression analysis.
4. Analyze the nth harmonic factors of voltage to select
harmonic numbers for modeling.
Modeling can be performed not for all harmonics from
the range of the 2nd to the 40th recommended in [5]. The
numbers of harmonics whose KU(n) exceed the standard
values are chosen for modeling [5]. For this purpose, it is
necessary to compare the measured values of KU(n) with
the standard values for 95% and 100% of the measurement
time. Fig. 4 shows as an example the charts of the measured
KU(n) at the nodes of the connection to the electricity supply
network of the aluminum smelter unit, pulp and paper mill,
railway substation, and standard values – KU(3,5)S, KU(7,11)
S, KU(13)S, KU(17)S, KU(9,19,23,25)S for 95% of the measurement
time. The Figure shows that at the node of connection of
the aluminum smelter unit, the standard values of KU(11)
S, KU(13)S, KU(23)S, KU(25)S are exceeded, at the node of
connection of the pulp and paper mill, the same applies to
KU(5)S, KU(7)S, KU(9)S, KU(11)S, KU(13)S, KU(25)S, and at the node
of the connection of the railway substation, this holds for

RWS
ПЖД
KU(3, 5)S
Ku(3,5)н

1,5

KU(7, 11)S
Ku(7,11)н

1

25

23

21

19

17

15

13

11

9

7

5

3

0,5
0

23
-0.06
0.59
0.75

KU(13)S
Ku(13)н
KU(17)S
Ku(17)н
KU(9,19,23,25)S
Ku(9,19,23
,25)н

Harmonic number
Fig. 4. Measured values of KU(n) at the nodes of connection of three enterprises to the network and the standard values for ten
harmonics.
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Table 2. Distribution of Harmonic Directions for Active and Reactive Currents of the Railway Substation
by the Quadrants of the Complex Plane.
1

3
10.3

5
81.7

7
0.9

9
26.2

11
21.7

13
19.5

17
19.7

19
17.5

23
60.3

25
45.7

2
3
4

14.7
37.5
37.5

5.1
0.3
12.9

19.5
68.5
11.1

22.4
21.9
29.5

32.1
29.4
16.8

26.9
33.7
19.9

23.3
31.7
25.3

21.9
34.8
25.8

26.8
4.5
8.4

23.0
11.0
20.3

Quadrants

The number
of φUI(n), %

n

the table corresponds to a quadrant of the complex plane.
The cell of the table shows the number of measured φUI(n)
belonging to the corresponding quadrant as a percentage
of the total number of measurements φUI(n), which is 1 440.
To model harmonics of active and reactive currents, one
should use the options highlighted in bold in the Table II.
6. Develop algorithms for modeling harmonics of
active and reactive currents.
Modeling harmonics of active and reactive currents
aims to identify their cumulative distribution functions, and
then determine the values of Ian and Irn with a probability
of 95% or other probability and to solve the system of
equations (1). Based on the analysis of information from

opposite direction if the φUI(n) is within the 3π/2 to 2π range,
i.e., in the 4th quadrant. Thus, the time of measurements
of the harmonic parameters at each of the time intervals
determined at the second step of the methodological
approach can be divided into four more time sub-intervals,
which correspond to the locations of the angle φUI(n) in
the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th quadrants of the complex plane.
Sub-ranges (variants) prevailing over others in terms of
the number of measurements, i.e., containing the greatest
number of measurements out of their total number are
selected for modeling. Table II presents the results of the
analysis of the directions of the active and reactive currents
of the railway substation using the angle φUI(n). Each cell of
Start
1
The first algorithm
2

3

6
Replace outliers

4

yes

5

Input random values
of current X

The second algorithm

Construct a current
histogram

8

Is the
hypothesis about
F(x) made?

no

9

yes
Calculate
F(x) parameters
Are there
any outliers in the
series X.?

11

Is the
hypothesis about
F(x) confirmed?

no

yes
13

Form the probability
density function f(x,Θ)

10
Determine parameters of
Θ to describe f(x,Θ)

no
7

Make a hypothesis about
the number and types of
decomposition components

Does
f(x,Θ) match the
histogram?

yes
12
Calculate the cumulative
distribution function F(x)

Calculate x95
End

Fig. 5. Flowchart of single current harmonic modeling algorithms.
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Start
1

A

Input random values
of current X

2

B

15

Determine the number k and
type of Ψj from the current histogram
16

Form the probability density
k
function as
f.(x,Θ) = ∑ cj.Ψj.(x,θj)

Identify S, xs, ms and
construct a current histogram

3

j=1

Compare the current histogram
with the curves of twelve known
probability density functions

17

Determine initial approximations
of Θ from the histogram

18

Set constraints on Θ

k
∑ cj.=1;..0.<.cj.<.1;..θj.>.0

Does the
shape
of
the
current histogram
4
correspond to one of the twelve
known probability
densities?

j=1

no
19

Solve the optimization problem
.2

5

Θ = arg.min χ EX by the generalized

yes

Θ

reduced gradient method to refine Θ

Make hypotheses about the law
governing the current distribution

20

Calculate the Pearson

6

Determine the parameters
of the assumed current distribution law
of the series X

Is the law
of the current distribution
normal?

7

χ.2EX = ∑

21

χ.2EX ≤ χ.2CR ?

10

m–1

F(x(i))

i=1

F(x(m))

L =.−2 ∑ ln 1.−

yes

τ (τ* ) ≤ τ95 ?
no

12

x(m) = x(m–1).; yes
x(1) = x(2)

11

.2
L (L*.) ≥ χα [2(m−1)] ?

no

A
13

22

;

m–1
1−F(x(i+1))
L* =.−2 ∑ ln 1.−
1−F(x(1))
i=1

x(2).–.x(1)
x(m).–.x(m–1)
; τ* =
τ=
σ
σ
9

no

yes

no

yes
8

(ms.–.mps)2
mps
s=1
S

statistic

Calculate the Pearson

(ms.–.mps)2
mps
s=1
S

statistic

χ.2EX = ∑

14

χ.2EX ≤ χ.2CR ?

no

B

yes
Solve the equation F(x)=0.95
to determine x95
End

Fig. 6. Flowchart of the computational program algorithm.
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numerous measurements of current harmonics, we have
arrived at the conclusion that two different approaches
should be used to identify their cumulative distribution
functions. These approaches are presented in Fig. 5 as two
algorithms.
The notations used in the Figure are F(x) – cumulative
distribution function, f (x,Θ) – probability density function,
x95 – current harmonic value with a 95% probability. The
first algorithm, including Blocks 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, is
designed to identify the cumulative distribution functions
of random variables of current harmonics corresponding
to the known distribution laws. The second algorithm,
including Blocks 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12, is designed to
identify the cumulative distribution functions of random
variables of current harmonics corresponding to mixtures
of known distribution laws. Based on the algorithms, we
have developed the computational program presented at
step B.
7. Check the correctness of calculations with a given
accuracy of the values of active and reactive currents.
After calculating the values of Ian and Irn it is necessary
to check the correctness of the obtained values. To do this,
one has to calculate the magnitude of current In from the
values of Ian and Irn, and then compare the obtained value
of In with the measured values of current. The calculated
In value must not exceed the measured current values.
If in some cases the calculated In value is out of range,
the reasons for it should be found out and, if necessary,
the modeling should be performed again. The reasons
for the calculated value of In to exceed the measured
current values can be the rounding of the values of Ian,
Irn, In upwards, insufficiently accurate identification of the
cumulative distribution function to describe harmonics of
active and reactive currents, even though the identified
cumulative distribution function corresponds to the
measured harmonic values of active and reactive currents
according to the goodness-of-fit tests. In the latter case, it
is necessary to choose another distribution law that most
accurately describes the distribution of harmonics of active
and reactive currents.
B. Computational program for modeling harmonics
of currents of nonlinear loads by measured parameters.
The flowchart of the computational program algorithm
is shown in Fig. 6. The program identifies the cumulative
distribution functions of harmonics of active and reactive
currents and calculates their values with a given probability.
Block 1. Input the series of random values of active or
reactive current harmonic X: x1, x2, …, xi, …, xm, where m
is the number of elements of the X series.
Block 2. Determine the number of histogram intervals
S, their boundary values xs, the number of random variables
of the series X that fall into the sth interval ms, and construct
the current histogram. Based on numerous operations of
processing the harmonic parameters measurement results
and taking into account suggestions available in the

published research [52, 53], this study assumes that the
number S is 19 if m > 1000; S is 15 if 500 ≤ m ≤ 1000; S is
11 if m < 500.
Blocks 3–5. Compare the current histogram with the
curves of twelve known probability density functions used
in the computational program to make hypotheses about
the law governing the distribution of current (normal,
Weibull, exponential, gamma, Rayleigh, lognormal, beta,
minimum value, maximum value, logistic, Maxwell and
Cauchy distributions [45, 46, 54, 55]).
Block 6. Calculate the parameters describing the
assumed current distribution law of the series of random
variables X, according to the expressions presented in [45,
46, 54, 55].
Block 7. Select the test to check the series of random
variables X for the presence of outliers depending on the
assumed distribution law: 1) if the assumed distribution
law is normal, the Irwin test [45, 56] is used to check the
series X for outliers; 2) if the assumed distribution law
differs from normal, a modification of the Darling test [45]
is used to check it.
Blocks 8–9. Check the largest x(m) and smallest x(1) values
of a series of random variables X (x(1) ≤ x(2) ≤ … ≤ x(i) ≤ … ≤
x(m)) arranged in ascending order for outliers with the Irwin
test. The statistics τ, τ* are calculated using the expressions
1 m
2
given in Fig. 6, where s =
( xi - x ) . Then they
å
m - 1 i =1
are compared with the critical value τ95 given in the reference
handbooks.
Blocks 10–11. Check the largest x(m) and smallest x(1)
values of a series of random variables X (x(1) ≤ x(2) ≤ … ≤ x(i)
≤ … ≤ x(m)) arranged in ascending order for outliers with a
modification of the Darling test.
The statistics L, L* are calculated using the expressions
given in Fig. 6, where, F(x(m)), F(x(i=1)), F(x(1)) – values of
the cumulative distribution function for corresponding x.
The statistics are then compared with the α-quantile value
of the χ2-distribution c a2 éë 2 ( m - 1) ùû given in the reference
handbooks.
Block 12. Replace outliers with neighboring elements
of the series X as x(m) = x(m – 1), x(1) = x(2).
Blocks 13–14. Check the fit of the assumed current
distribution law to the histogram using Pearson’s goodness2
of-fit test c 2EX £ cCR
[45]. Pearson’s goodness-of-fit test
statistic is calculated using the expression
S

=å

( ms - mps )

2

,
(6)
mps
where ps is the theoretical probability of the random
variables of the series X falling into the sth interval, which
is calculated as the difference between the values of the
cumulative distribution function of the series X at the end
and at the beginning of the sth interval
ps = F(xs+1) – F (xs),
(7)
where F(x) is the cumulative distribution function of the
series X, calculated as

c

13

2
EX

s =1
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Fig. 7. Current histogram with two peaks.
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1

1,46
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0

1,04

0,06
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p*, p.u.
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histogram under the curves of the mixture components is
1. Values of c1, c2 are set by values equal to the fractions
of the areas under the corresponding curves of the mixture
components. In the case of the normal distribution, the
position of the peaks of the histogram relative to the y-axis
allows determining the mean for each of the components.
Half the width of the shape under the component probability
density curve makes it possible to determine the standard
deviation since under the normal distribution, the interval
of “four standard deviations” covers 99.99% of the values
of the series of random variables X [63].
If the histogram components have distribution laws
different from the normal law, the initial approximations
of the vector Θ parameters are calculated using censored
samples obtained from the series of random variables X
[46, 64]. Then Θ is refined by solving the optimization
problem
2
S
! = arg min (ms - mps ) ,
(10)
Q
å
Q
mps
s =1
subject to the following constraints:

(8)

x(1)

mps is the theoretical frequency of occurrence of random
variables of series X in the sth interval. Then the calculated
2
given in
value c 2EX is compared with the critical value c CR
[57].
Blocks 15–21. Identify the current probability density
function using the methods of decomposing the mixtures
of distributions.
First, based on the shape of the current histogram, a
hypothesis is made about the number of components in the
mixture and the types of their probability density functions.
The twelve known probability density functions used in
the computational program are proposed as probability
density functions for the components of the mixture. Next,
a current probability density function is formed as a weight
sum of k components of the mixture [55, 58-62]
k
(9)
f ( x, Q) = å с j F j ( x, q j ) ,
j =1

where f (x,Θ) is the desired current probability density
function; k ≥ 1 is a natural number; Φj is the known
probability density function of the jth component of the
mixture; Θ = (c1,…, ck, θ1,…, θk) is the vector of parameters
of the mixture components to be determined; cj is the
weight of the jth component, cj > 0, j = 1, ..., k; c1 + …+ ck
= 1; θ.j is the parameter vector of the jth component of the
mixture.
The vector Θ is defined using a series of random
variables X as follows. The initial approximations of
the vector Θ parameters are set based on the histogram
analysis. For example, Fig. 7 shows a current histogram
with two peaks. We put forward a hypothesis that the
histogram has two components, and their probability
density functions are captured by the normal distribution
law, which is characterized by two parameters: the mean
(μ) and standard deviation (σ).
The vector θj, in this case, consists of two parameters,
i.e., θ1 =(μ1,σ1) and θ2 =(μ2,σ2), and the vector Θ consists of
six ones, i.e., Θ = (c1, c2, μ1, μ2, σ1, σ2). The initial values
μ1, σ1, μ2, σ2 are determined from the histogram as follows.
To determine c1, c2, it is assumed that the total area of the

k

åc
j =1

j

-1 = 0 ,

(11)

– cj < 0,
(12)
cj – 1 < 0,
(13)
– θj < 0.
(14)
The constraints correspond to the following: (11) – the
sum of all weights must equal 1; (12) – all weights are
positive values; (13) – the range that must encompass the
values of the weights; (14) – all parameters of the vector θj
are positive values.
Expression (6) is related to coefficients cj and parameters
of the vector θj by expressions (7)–(9), which show that
c 2EX is a nonlinear function of Θ = (c1, …, ck, θ1, …, θk),
hence, the optimization problem is nonlinear as well. In
the computational program developed, the optimization
problem is solved by the method of the generalized reduced
gradient. As a result of obtaining the solution, the refined
parameters of the vector Θ are calculated to describe the
law of the current distribution.
After refining the parameters of the vector Θ and
substituting them into (9), we check whether the obtained
14
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Fig. 8. Sheet 6 of the program - Blocks 13-14.
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Fig. 9. Sheet 8 of the program – Block 22.

probability density function corresponds to the histogram
form using Pearson’s goodness-of-fit test [45, 52, 65].
If this test fails, we return to Block 15 to propose other
number and/or types of components of the mixture of
distributions. If the condition is satisfied, the algorithm
proceeds to Block 22 to determine the current value with a
95% probability by solving equation F(x) = 0.95.
The computational program developed based on
the algorithm shown in Fig. 6 is implemented in MS
Excel and Visual Basic programming environment for
Windows applications. The program presents probability
density function curves of twelve distributions most
commonly used in various analyses referred to above.
A dedicated program was written in the Visual Basic
programming environment for Windows applications to
calculate parameters of twelve distributions. This program
consists of twelve subprograms, each intended to compute
parameters of one particular distribution.
The computational program consists of eight MS
Excel sheets. The first sheet implements Blocks 1–2 of the
algorithm, the second – Blocks 3–5, the third – Block 6.
Blocks 7–11 of the algorithm are implemented on Sheet
4, Block 12 – on Sheet 5, and Blocks 13–14 – on Sheet 6.
Sheet 6 is shown in Fig. 8. Blocks 15–21 of the algorithm
are implemented on Sheet 7 of the program, and Block 22
is implemented on Sheet 8. The last sheet of the program is
presented in Fig. 9.

IV. Application of the developed methodological
approach, algorithms, and computational
program to modeling current harmonics of
railway traction transformers.

Relying on the developed methodological approach,
algorithms, and computational program, we have studied
and modeled the 3rd and 5th harmonics of active and
reactive currents at the nodes of the connection of traction
transformers to the electricity supply network for the four
substations of the East Siberian Railway: Mysovaya,
Tataurovo, Zaigrayevo, and Novo-Ilyinsk. Electrical
power is supplied to the traction network through these
transformers to cover high-power nonlinear loads, i.e.,
electric locomotives. The calculations and analysis
have indicated that current and voltage harmonics can
be considered as independent random variables, and,
therefore, the corresponding mathematical methods can
be used. The distribution laws of most harmonics of active
and reactive currents do not obey the known distribution
laws but have more complex forms, i.e., mixtures of
known laws, such as normal, Weibull, exponential, and
gamma distributions. The distribution laws of the 3rd and
5th harmonics of active and reactive currents are shown
in Table III.
The notations employed in the Table are as follows:
W – Weibull distribution, G – gamma distribution, E
– exponential distribution, W + W – a mixture of two

Table 3. Harmonic Distribution Laws for Active and Reactive Currents.
Currents

n

Ian
Irn
Ian
Irn

3
5

Mysovaya
W+W
W+G
W+W
N+W

Tataurovo
W+G
G
W+W+W
N+W

Substation

Zaigrayevo
E
W+G
W+E
W

Novo-Ilyinsk
N+G
N+W
W+W
N+W

Table 4. Harmonic Values of Active and Reactive Currents Calculated with a 95% Probability, A.
n
3
5

Currents
Ian
Irn
Ian
Irn

Mysovaya
3.7

– 2.8
2.4

– 2.5

Tataurovo
– 71.0

– 73.5
– 15.6
– 55.2
16

Substation

Zaigrayevo
3.8

Novo-Ilyinsk
– 9.2

2.5

– 7.2

2.2

1.7

2.9

3.1
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Table 5. Comparison of KU(3), KU(5) calculated before and after the “Harmonics” software upgrade.
Substation
Mysovaya
Posolskaya
Kamensk
Selenginsky pulp and paper mill
Tataurovo
Severnaya
Rayonnaya
Motornaya
Zaigrayevo
Novo-Ilyinsk
Kizha
Petrovsk-Zabaikal'sky

n
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5

KU(n)-P, %
1.12
1.16

KU(n)-A, %
1.10
1.06

ΔKU(n), %
1.79
8.62

1.25
1.19
1.27
1.22
1.29
1.23
1.37
1.29
1.36
1.38
1.37
1.39
1.38
1.41
1.49
1.76
1.66
2.07
1.69
2.27
1.70
2.56

1.28
1.07
1.31
1.09
1.32
1.10
1.44
1.14
1.41
1.26
1.42
1.29
1.43
1.32
1.56
1.73
1.58
2.02
1.74
2.24
1.73
2.54

2.40
10.08
3.15
10.66
2.32
10.57
5.11
11.63
3.68
8.70
3.65
7.19
3.62
6.38
4.70
1.70
4.82
2.42
2.96
1.32
1.76
0.78

Weibull distributions, W + G – a mixture of Weibull
distribution and gamma distribution, N + W – a mixture
of normal distribution and Weibull distribution, W + W +
W – a mixture of three Weibull distributions, N + G – a
mixture of normal distribution and gamma distribution, W
+ E – a mixture of Weibull and exponential distribution.
Table IV presents the values of the 3rd and 5th
harmonics of active and reactive currents calculated with
a 95% probability at the substation connection points
with regard to the direction of flow. In the Table, the
minus sign “–” means that the active or reactive currents
are directed from the load to the network. Unsigned
(positive) currents are directed from the network to the
load. The correctness of the calculations of the harmonic
values of active and reactive currents has been verified by
checking as described at Step B.
The developed method of modeling nonlinear loads is
implemented in the “Harmonics” software package [66]
developed at the Melentiev ESI, SB RAS, for the purpose
of improvement of the original package.
Table V shows the results of the comparison of KU(3),
KU(5) for a segment of the network supplying twelve
substations of the East Siberian Railway as calculated
before (KU(n)-P) and after (KU(n)-A) upgrading the
“Harmonics” software.
In the previous version of the software, the harmonic
parameters were modeled considering the results of
KU(n) measurements at the four substations listed above.
We used the harmonic values of active and reactive
currents given in Table V to calculate KU(n)-P, KU(n)-A. The

last column of Table V shows the differences ΔKU(n) of
indices KU(n)-P from indices KU(n)-A, calculated as ΔKU(n)
= 100 |KU(n)-A – KU(n)-P| / KU(n)-P. The table shows that the
differences in the KU(3), KU(5) indices are insignificant.
V. Conclusion
The methodological approach, algorithms, and
computational program developed for modeling
nonlinear loads to analyze non-sinusoidal conditions in
high voltage electrical networks based on measurements
of harmonic parameters, as evidenced by long-term
modeling experience, can significantly reduce the time of
modeling the nonlinear loads and harmonic parameters
and improve the accuracy of harmonic values determined
for active and reactive currents of nonlinear loads. With
the help of the tools developed, we have performed
the analysis and modeling of the 3rd and 5th current
harmonics at the nodes of the connection of transformers
of four substations of the East Siberian Railway to the
electrical network that supplies electric power to highpower nonlinear loads, i.e., electric locomotives. The
modeling results obtained indicate that the values of
current harmonics are distributed according to different
laws, including normal, Weibull, exponential, and gamma
distributions, and the laws described by mixtures of
distributions. The calculation results demonstrate that the
approach developed to model nonlinear loads is effective
and appropriate. The obtained results will be instrumental
in developing the theory of non-sinusoidal operating
conditions of electric power systems.
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